
Prohibition of smoking within apartments has 
become a burning issue for co-op and condo 
boards throughout the greater New York area. 

Must a board impose such a ban on residents’ conduct 
within their own homes? Can it do so? Should it? Are 
there any other alternative but effective and legally 
compliant ways to protect against the impact of 
secondhand smoke within a building?

A recent New York Supreme Court decision, Reinhard 
v. Connaught Tower Corp., illuminates these issues.  

Defendant Connaught Tower Corp. is a residential 
co-op situated in Manhattan. Plaintiff Susan Reinhard 
purchased an apartment there in August 2006 and 
spent the next several months renovating the unit. 
She began smelling cigarette smoke in her apartment 
in January 2007 and lodged her first complaint about 
the condition to management in May 2007. The board 
denied legal responsibility for addressing the smoke 
infiltration and suggested that Ms. Reinhard effect 
various apartment alterations at her own expense to 
mitigate the condition.

Ms. Reinhard thereupon vacated the apartment 
and sued for, among other things, a complete main-
tenance abatement. 

In his decision, Justice Arthur Engeron awarded 
Ms. Reinhard a 100% six-year maintenance abatement 
totaling $120,944.38 plus attorneys’ fees and interest at 
the rate of 9% per annum. The abatement was predi-
cated on her constructive eviction, the co-op’s near 
total breach of her warranty of habitability, and the 
co-op’s total breach of her proprietary lease dating 
back to the month after she lodged her initial smoke 
complaint with management.

Justice Engeron’s rationale for awarding this total 
abatement is simple:

This court finds … that the value of a smoke — 
polluted residential apartment is zero (cancer 
and cardiovascular disease being no laughing 

matter) and that plaintiff is entitled to a 100% 
abatement … a plaintiff who has proven a 
breach of contract is entitled to benefit of the 
bargain damages. Here, plaintiff is entitled to 
the value of her apartment had it been smoke 
free, which the court finds to be the amount of 
maintenance plaintiff paid.

In justifying his decision to place what he acknowl-
edges to be an excruciating economic burden on 
residential landlords to provide a smoke-free environ-
ment to residential tenants complaining of second-
hand smoke, Justice Engeron observes: 

Building owners are capable, and tenants are 
incapable, of providing smoke-free apart-
ments by imposing strict no smoking policies 
or by constructing or rehabilitating buildings 
so that smoke cannot travel between apart-
ments. … If you (building owners) want to 
avail yourselves of the right to rent out resi-
dences, you assume the obligation to insure 
that your tenants are not forced to smell and 
breathe carcinogenic toxins.
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So, under Justice Engeron’s ruling, residential 
landlords, including co-op boards, are required to 
do whatever is necessary to abate secondhand smoke 
infiltration when addressed with a tenant’s complaint 
of same. Since this is merely a trial court decision, it 
is not binding on other courts. However, unless and 
until it is reversed on appeal, this decision does have 
precedential value and, foreseeably, a number of 
courts will embrace this precedent.

Technically, this decision does not apply to condo-
miniums as it is based on precepts of landlord-
tenant law and condominium boards are not in land-
lord tenant relationships with their respective unit 
owners. However, courts may construe condominium 
bylaw provisions concerning boards’ maintenance 
and repair obligations to apply in the same manner 
as Connaught Tower’s proprietary lease provisions.

So, where does Justice Engeron’s ruling leave 
boards who wish to comply with the law with respect 
to residents afflicted with secondhand smoke?

What Building Owners Can Do
Justice Engeron offered two suggestions. Building 

owners can (1) rehabilitate their physical plant to 
contain the flow of noxious secondhand smoke into 
neighboring apartments, or (2) impose stringent 
no-smoking policies on residents so as to vitiate the 
problem. In view of the prevalence of central HVAC 
(heating, ventilation, air conditioning) systems in 
New York buildings, the first option is cost prohib-
itive and hence unrealistic. Therefore, the most 
feasible path to compliance is through enactment and 
strict enforcement of policy restrictions on residents’ 
smoking within their respective apartments.

When framing a smoking policy, boards should 
remember certain key factors. First, boards are only 
required to address the issue of secondhand smoke 
when a resident complains of the condition and 
demands abatement. Moreover, a board’s legal burden 
is not to eradicate secondhand smoke in the abstract, 
but rather to address the condition as it actually 
exists in the complainant’s apartment. Finally, if 
limited measures effectively address the complainant’s 
concerns, then complete abatement of the smoke condi-
tion is unnecessary. With these points in mind, boards 
have two types of policy options: implementation of 
either a building-wide ban on smoking in apartments, 
or a series of limited measures designed to contain the 
flow of secondhand smoke in any given case.

Building-wide bans are the most radical approach 
because they apply arbitrarily whether or not a partic-

ular smoke infiltration situation can be addressed 
through a less sweeping remedy. Moreover, they can 
only be enacted by means of an amendment to the 
co-op’s proprietary lease or condominium’s bylaws, 
which requires the approval of a supermajority of 
shareholders or unit owners. Furthermore, a building-
wide smoking ban is worthless in terms of amelio-
rating legal liability unless the board is prepared to 
also enforce it to the fullest extent.

New Strategies
One form of containment policy is an ad hoc 

case-by-case approach. Such a strategy, however, is 
worthless in terms of limiting legal liability unless 
it is successful in each and every case. In the event 
an approach fails in any given case, a board must 
be prepared to keep trying new approaches and to 
initiate legal proceedings against recalcitrant smokers 
to ensure that their approaches are successfully 
implemented. 

Boards can also contain secondhand smoke 
through amendments to governing documents, 
which are less sweeping than a building-wide ban. 
For example, they can enact provisions that require 
owners to take specified action to curtail secondhand 
smoke infiltration upon a neighbor’s complaint — 
such as installing weather stripping, modifying the 
venting system, closing gaps in the walls separating 
neighboring apartments, and installing fans to blow 
smoke away from the doors — all at the smoker’s 
expense and within a prescribed time frame following 
the smoker’s receipt of the board’s notice. These provi-
sions can also impose fines and reimbursement of the 
association’s attorneys’ fees for noncompliance.

Enforcing Through Legal Action
Whatever policy a board may adopt, policy enact-

ment alone is insufficient, as successful abatement 
of any smoke issue is essential to vitiating legal 
liability. When the offending resident smoker does not 
voluntarily comply with the policy, a board must be 
prepared to enforce it through legal action. In a co-op, 
that legal action can be an action for injunctive relief, a 
“holdover” eviction proceeding, or an “objectionable 
conduct” proceeding. In a condo, appropriate legal 
action may include the levying of fines (assuming the 
bylaws authorize imposition of fines) and an action for 
injunctive relief. Boards must consult counsel before 
deciding which of these legal remedies is appropriate 
in any given instance. 
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Enforcing the Rules: The Case of the Jacuzzectomy

When a condo or co-op resident openly defies board 
policy, the board is faced with a predicament: 

Does it stand down to avoid controversy? Or litigate to 
preserve the integrity of its regulations? Our cooperative 
board client, who requested anonymity for this article, 
chose to defend the board’s building ban against Jacuzzis 
in the face of a shareholder’s direct challenge in order to 
set a precedent for future compliance. 

In the case, which was adjudicated in Nassau County 
Supreme Court, Anderson Kill P.C. shareholder Bruce 
A. Cholst and Alan M. Goldberg who is of counsel to 
the firm successfully represented the co-op in an action 
for declaratory judgment, a permanent injunction, 
and money damages for a breach of fiduciary duty in 
connection with a tenant-shareholder’s unauthorized 
apartment renovation. The tenant-shareholder in ques-
tion — who was also a board member —  initiated 
his massive apartment renovation without any prior 
discussion, much less submission of plans to the board 
or management. When management became aware of 
his unauthorized construction, it requested plans. The 
plans submitted by the tenant-shareholder omitted 
any reference to a hydrotherapy tub/Jacuzzi. After 
the Jacuzzi was fully installed, the tenant-shareholder 
advised management and his colleagues on the board of 
its existence and claimed to have “inadvertently” left off 
mention of the Jacuzzi in the plans he submitted.

The board thereafter approved the tenant-share-
holder’s plans with the specific exception of the Jacuzzi 
and demanded its immediate removal. The board then 
enacted a new house rule generally banning installation 
of Jacuzzis throughout the community.

The Board Commences Suit
Following the tenant-shareholder’s adamant refusal 

to dismantle the Jacuzzi, the board commenced suit 
both on the basis of unapproved installation and on the 
continuing violation of the newly enacted house rule. Its 
claim for breach of fiduciary duty was predicated on the 
bad faith nature of the tenant-shareholder’s conduct in 
first concealing the Jacuzzi, and then flouting the board’s 
directive to remove the offending appliance, particularly 
in view of his status as a board member who should have 
known better.

The Tenant-Shareholder’s Counterclaims
The tenant-shareholder responded to this suit by coun-

terclaiming against the board, and by also suing individual 
board members and the co-op’s managing agent, engi-
neering firm and architect (both of whom recommended 
against approval of the Jacuzzi). He asserted claims for 
fraud, breach of fiduciary duty, and abuse of process.

The tenant-shareholder’s proprietary lease provided 
that the co-op could not “unreasonably” withhold 
consent or delay in responding to his proposed apart-
ment alterations. Our firm argued that the board’s 
refusal to permit use of the Jacuzzi, as well as its commu-
nity-wide ban on Jacuzzis, were not “unreasonable” in 
light of the enhanced risk of impact on neighboring 
shareholders that the use of Jacuzzis presents. The court 
agreed, embracing testimony by the co-op’s engineering 
firm and architect to the effect that an operating Jacuzzi 
raises the specter of water damage, structural damage, 
and enhanced noise levels for neighboring residents.

In addition to granting our motion for summary 
judgment and dismissing the tenant-shareholder's broad 
counterclaims, the court directed the tenant-shareholder 
to remove the Jacuzzi, set a hearing date for determina-
tion of legal fees and monetary damages due the co-op 
from the tenant-shareholder by reason of breach of fidu-
ciary duty. The court accepted our argument that board 
members are held to a high standard of good faith in 
their dealings with fellow board members and in their 
compliance with building rules. Prior to the hearing, 
the co-op reached a settlement whereby he paid a large 
portion of the co-op's attorneys' fees and removed the 
Jacuzzi. This is believed to be a novel ruling for board 
members' liability for violating building rules. 

By Alan M. Goldberg and Bruce A. Cholst
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Tough Love for Apartment Combiners 

Demand for large sized apartments has exploded 
over the past decade, fueled both by a migration 

of suburban families to the city and by yet another 
baby boom. This has precipitated a flood of purchases 
of multiple adjacent apartments — and requests to 
co-op and condo boards for permission to combine 
them into a single larger apartment. 

Boards should be supportive but vigilant in 
handling these requests. The benefits of combining 
multiple apartments can be more than offset by 
the risk of damage, disturbance and legal liability 
within the building if the construction is not properly 
managed by the board. 

The key to managing these risks is requiring 
shareholders and unit owners, and their contractors 
and architects, to submit to stringent oversight by an 
architect or engineer retained by the board for the 
express purpose of protecting the building’s inter-
ests, and to sign an airtight alteration agreement with 
provisions designed to minimize risk to the building. 
These protective measures apply to all apartment 
renovations but are particularly relevant to apartment 
combination projects, as these are the most intricate, 
lengthy and risk-laden types of alterations.

Architectural or Engineering Oversight
The reviewing architect/engineer, engaged by the 

board at the renovating owner’s expense as a condition 
of board approval, is the association’s advocate. The 
building advocate’s role is to ride herd over the owner 
and the owner’s contractors and architect to ensure the 
work is performed in a manner that conforms with the 
building’s interests as well as the owner’s. 

The reviewing building advocate operates on two 
levels. First, he scrutinizes the owner’s plans including 
specifications, drawings, contracts, and other materials 
the board requires as part of its application process. 
This evaluation should address not only the project’s 
technical compliance with applicable code, but also 
its overall safety and impact on the building occu-
pants’ quality of life. The building advocate should 
convey his recommendations to the board suggesting 
either outright approval or rejection of the project 
or suggested modifications to address his concerns. 

The objective of this review process is to articulate 
problems with the proposed work that could result 
in damage, disturbance, or legal liability within the 
building, and correct them at the design stage before 
the work is approved and construction begins.

The second level is regular inspection of the 
construction site as the project unfolds. Strict moni-
toring of the work in progress permits the building 
advocate to troubleshoot potential or pending 
mishaps and to document the occurrence of any 
damage. Such documentation maximizes the board’s 
ability to prove the cause of the damage should 
the owner contest responsibility. Finally, the onsite 
inspections keep owners honest by preventing 
surreptitious construction that has not been vetted 
and may be prohibited by the board, such as instal-
lation of an unauthorized Jacuzzi.

 
The Alteration Agreement

The alteration agreement, drafted by an attorney 
familiar with construction in co op and condo build-
ings, is the document that legally binds owners to the 
restrictions imposed by the board as a condition of its 
approval of the proposed work. If properly drafted, 
(1) it shifts legal liability for project mishaps from all 
other persons to the owner and the owner’s contractor, 
(2) it preserves the board’s right to monitor the work 
and document the cause of any building damage, and 
(3) it ensures the adequacy of funding to remediate the 
effects of any issues that arise with the project. Strict 
enforcement of its terms is imperative. 

By Bruce A. Cholst
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Avoiding Disability Conflicts While  
Replacing an Elevator

Just as the parts in cars tend to wear out after 60,000 
miles, so too, in buildings in New York City, do 

systems such as elevators wear out after a number of 
years in service. The end of an elevator’s useful life 
sometimes catalyzes a series of important upgrades 
for a building. Getting to that fresh start, however, 
may entail a precarious process of navigating through 
the maze of various human rights laws. This is 
because an elevator’s replacement will require its shut-
down. And, an elevator shutdown may mean lack of 
access to an apartment for a disabled resident, which 
could trigger a claim of discrimination against a co-op 
or condo board. Or worse yet, it could trigger a claim 
of discrimination against the individual members of 
those boards. 

Ensuring compliance with disability rights, New 
York City, New York state and federal disability 
rights laws is of paramount importance to the co-op/
condo team at Anderson Kill P.C. Some recent court 
cases and examples from our clients’ playbooks 
may help you get the right start when addressing an 
elevator shutdown. 

 

Understanding the Legal Terrain
It should be well known by now that it is unlawful 

to discriminate against a person with disabilities. 
However, many board members are still not aware 
that a co-op or condo board is considered a “land-
lord” or “housing provider” under these laws, and is 
therefore required to comply with same. In addition, 
when it comes to things like elevator repairs, it should 

come as no surprise that key among the provisions of 
the human rights laws is the requirement that housing 
providers, including co-op and condo boards, ensure 
physical access to an apartment of a disabled person. 

Q: Does the co-op or condo board have to 
wait for a request to be made? 

Technically, yes. However, when an elevator 
must be taken out of service, we have recommended 
that a board take proactive steps to notify residents 
as soon as possible, and to ask them to contact 
management with any requests they may have 
during the repairs. 

Q: Does the co-op or condo board have to 
say yes to every request? 

It is not a foregone conclusion that every request 
has to be granted. For example, in the not-too-distant 
past, a request for a temporary restraining order was 
denied where the tenants requested to be carried in and 
out of the building once a week during the elevator repairs. 
The court found the tenants’ request to be unreason-
able since it posed a high degree of risk for liability on 
the landlord, which liability cannot be delegated to 
others. Picaro v. Pelham (1135 LLC), 2014 U.S. Dist. Lexis 
132198. Instead, the court found that the landlord’s 
offer to relocate the tenants was reasonable. 

Q: Does the co-op or condo have to pay to 
relocate a resident? 

Faced with a choice between having to share the costs 
of a temporary relocation and defending a disability 
claim in court, most boards would (and should) prefer 
the former. That being said, for numerous reasons, 
most residents are not going to use the fact of an 
elevator being out of service as an opportunity to move 
elsewhere for free. Moving, even short term, is tiring, 
difficult and disruptive. However, a board should 
know that the costs of replacing an elevator are not only 
the construction costs, and should budget accordingly. 
Ultimately, depending on the configuration of the 
building and the nature of the disability, agreeing to 
relocate a tenant may be a board’s only option. 

(Continued on next page)

By Deborah B. Koplovitz
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However, before granting a request for temporary 
relocation, a board can investigate any such request 
and can speak with residents to determine whether 
other solutions are acceptable. Some of these alterna-
tive arrangements could include hiring additional 
staff to carry packages and/or installing temporary 
stair-climbing chairlifts in the building’s stairwell (if 
the building's engineer deems that option feasible). 
One of our client’s buildings with two elevator banks 

that did not connect the two sides of the building was 
able to craft a solution that involved creating a safe 
(and insurable) walkway on the building’s roof over 
which residents could cross to reach the upper floors 
of the other side of the building. Creativity, open-
mindedness, consultation with experts, and a dialogue 
with residents are key components to ensuring that 
residents are not shut out of the process and their needs 
are met. These tools could also help avoid becoming 
embroiled in a discrimination claim. 

Anderson Kill’s Co-Op and Condo Practice Group  
in the News

As highlighted below, Anderson Kill will be 
well-represented at the Council of New York 

Cooperatives & Condominiums’ 36th Annual 
Housing Conference & Expo.

Over the past year our attorneys have been quoted 
on the removal of encroaching trees, the removal of 
health code violations, handicap access, building 
repairs, reverse mortgages, and sidewalk and balcony 
repairs in the New York Times; the STAR real estate 
tax abatement and collection of arrearages in The 
Cooperator; and controlling operating costs, the perils 
of individuals investing in real estate, board elections, 
and sponsor construction defect litigation in Habitat.

Shareholder Morton Rosen lectured at the CNYC on 
subletting.

Shareholder Peter Livingston lectured at the CNYC 
on house rules.

Shareholder Andrew Freedland has been selected 
as one of the 2016 Rising Stars by Super Lawyers 
magazine.

Of counsel Alan Goldberg lectured at Benjamin 
N. Cardozo School of Law on governance issues in 
co-ops and condos.

In addition to lecturing at the CNYC on enforcing 
rules and addressing renovation requests, shareholder 
Bruce Cholst lectured at the New York Association 
of Realty Managers Property Management Expo on 
dealing with secondhand smoke and on controlling 
legal costs.  

Did you Know… ?
•  That all our senior attorneys have served on 

their respective co-op and condo boards? When 
we give advice it is not just based on abstract legal 
theory; it reflects an appreciation of and accom-
modation to the day-to-day problems faced by 
board members.

•   That we offer free annual seminars to newly 
elected directors and managers of our client 
buildings, titled “Legal Responsibilities of Board 
Members”?  

Anderson Kill’s Attorneys  
at CNYC’s 36th Annual  
Housing Conference
Sunday, November 13, 2016

Addressing Renovation Requests
Bruce Cholst: 9:30–11:30 a.m.

Sublet Issues in New York Cooperatives
Morton Rosen: 9:30–11:30 a.m.

All About House Rules
Peter Livingston: 9:30–11:30 a.m.

Board Concerns RE: Short-Term Rentals 
Peter Livingston: 12:15–1:45 p.m.

Enforcing the Rules
Bruce Cholst: 2:30–4:30 p.m.

(Continued from previous page)
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Collaborating with the Construction Next Door

As New York’s construction boom continues apace, 
co-op and condo boards are increasingly faced 

with the specter of demolition of buildings to make 
way for new ones, or erection of additions to existing 
structures on the property next door.

When an adjacent lot becomes a construction site 
due to such activity, boards are presented with two 
huge risks: (1) the prospect of damage to their building 
and its structure, and (2) the potential for unanticipated 
out-of-pocket costs attributable to professional fees 
and repairs. The threshold dilemma for boards faced 
with these issues is whether to be collaborative with or 
confrontational toward their neighboring developers. 
We suggest the former because the law (e.g., RPAPL 
§ 881) favors developers’ rights to build on their sites, 
assuming their compliance with zoning and building 
codes. Thus, a collaborative approach affords the oppor-
tunity to minimize the risk of damage and expense 
presented by neighboring development — on the board’s 
own terms, and without the expense and disruption 
incurred through litigation. Furthermore, the vast 
majority of developers, who are usually pragmatic and 
want to complete their projects with maximum speed 
and minimal cost, are receptive to collaboration. 

This article offers boards a primer for imple-
menting a collaborative strategy when faced with 
construction next door.

Mobilize the Right Professionals
The first step is to mobilize a team of professionals: 

a construction savvy attorney, an architect, a structural 
engineer and an insurance broker. Counsel should 
initiate dialogue with the developer, suggest an intro-
ductory meeting, and request advance review of the 
developer’s plans, specifications and insurance policies 
related to the project. Once the attorney, architect and 
engineer have reviewed the relevant documents to 
determine the nature and extent of the contemplated 
project and ascertained any potential concerns, and the 
insurance broker has evaluated the nature and extent 
of the coverage contemplated by the developer, the 
introductory meeting should be scheduled. A board 
representative, the developer, and the association’s and 
developer’s respective counsels, architects and engineers 

should attend the meeting. The meeting has the twofold 
purpose of establishing a basic trust level among the 
parties and negotiating a licensing agreement, which 
will govern the parties’ relationship through completion 
of the developer’s construction.

Negotiating a Licensing Agreement
The objectives of a licensing agreement should be 

(1) to minimize the risk of damage to the association’s 
building arising from the developer’s demolition and/
or construction, (2) to create a system of redress for 
damages actually incurred from the construction, and 
(3) to reimburse the association for its out-of-pocket 
costs due to the neighboring construction. The licensing 
agreement can also address the following issues: 

•  Proactive design modifications resulting from the 
association’s professionals’ pre-meeting review of 
the developer’s plans and specifications.

•  A protocol for the association’s engineer’s review 
and approval of design decisions as the project is 
implemented to ensure safe procedures. 

•  Participation of the association’s engineer in 
regular construction site meetings, and pres-
ervation of their right of inspection during the 
course of the project to confirm compliance with 
the approved design. (Continued on next page)

By Bruce A. Cholst
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•     Confirmation and documentation of the agreed      
upon insurance coverage.

•  A “stop work” protocol in the event of impending 
damage to the building (i.e., from “settlement”).

• I ndemnification provisions and a security 
escrow deposit in the event of actual damage 
to the building.

•  An “access fee” to compensate the association for 
the developer’s inevitable entry upon its prop-
erty during the course of work.

•   Reimbursement of the association’s professional fees.
•  Construction time deadlines with financial penal-

ties for noncompliance. 

The agreement should also feature a provision 
for reimbursement of attorneys’ fees incurred in the 
course of enforcing its terms, in the event of breach by 
the developer. The fee provisions of a licensing agree-
ment should be used to make the association whole for 
its actual damages accessed by the next door construc-
tion, not to extract a windfall from the developer.

Monitor, Monitor, Monitor
Licensing agreements arm boards with the ability 

to cushion themselves against disaster arising from 
construction next door. However, these protections 
are worthless unless the board’s structural engineer 
exercises their right to aggressively monitor the devel-
oper’s construction. Such monitoring will enable the 
engineer to spot potential or pending problems before 
they unfold into disasters and act to contain resulting 
damage. For example, if in the course of actually exca-
vating the new construction site, it becomes apparent 
to the board’s engineer that the building’s foundation 
is being undermined, the board’s engineer can press 
the developer to stop work before the building shifts 
and its walls crack, leading to possible collapse.

Thus, there are three steps to a successful collab-
orative response by boards to the risks presented by 
new construction next door: (1) immediately mobilize 
a strong professional team, (2) negotiate an airtight 
licensing agreement, and (3) maintain unrelenting 
vigilance during the course of construction. Each of 
these elements is indispensable. 
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